
HELLFEST 2017 - SUNDAY 

 

After yesterday's ride unscathed in full sun, our batteries required a slightly longer charge. Despite the marked 

position in the lineup, at 12:50 on the Hellfest meadow, we arrived around 14:30. I really regretted the performance 

of PRONG, which I missed, fortunately we managed to officially present the new PRONG album and press 

conference with the team in a journalistic tent. Well, it turns out that maybe I had nothing to regret? If their concert set 

was a promotion of a new album, then ... crap, this record is boring. Maybe the guys cannot record a fresh and 

equally great in their simplicity disc like "RUDE AWAKENING"? Me hearing sharpened during "Forced Into 

Tolerance" - fast and merciless same as "Interbeing", but something doesn’t click between them. I really like the 

voice of the vocalist and the old juicy PRONG sound, so maybe I need an evening with headphones in the company 

of archival recordings? There are flashes of "Revenge Best Served Cold" and I do not mean that I have a problem 

with their desire to exist for a wider audience, it’s simply commercialization. It's not that I'm excessively puritan, on 

the contrary I'm far from a real metal man, but monotonous thrash chaff and the power of pseudo metal riffs is not a 

method for the whole album. Let's leave PRONG, the festival continues. 

 

The Sunday concert day began for me with an American rock band founded in 2012 by members of the band Thin 

Lizzy - BLACK STAR RIDERS. Although Ricky Warwick as a vocalist is not Phil Lynott, but it is the only chance to 

hear such hits as "The Boys Are Back in Town" and not the METAlic interpretation of Irish folk song "Whiskey in 

the Jar". The idea of creating a band that would just as well be able to continue working under the old name justifies 

the fact that Black Star Riders is an American band while Thin Lizzy came from Ireland. Members of the hard rock 

band from Dublin, gaining American pedigree with a new name and their own musical material, paradoxically enjoy 

popularity only in Great Britain. 



 

BLACK STAR RIDERS presented on the stage:  

1. All Hell Breaks Loose  

2. Heavy Fire  
3. The Killer Instinct  
4. When the Night Comes In  

5. The Boys Are Back in Town (Thin Lizzy cover)  
6. Kingdom of the Lost  
7. Finest Hour  
8. Bound for Glory 

9. Whiskey in the Jar ([traditional] cover) 
 

Immediately after the veterans of the stage on the equal MAINSTAGE appeared the South American emerges 

creating ILL NIÑO. Naturalized Americans from New Jersey do not cut themselves off from their roots, as can be 

seen in the name and repertoire. The gentle sounds of Latin American music are accompanied by a trash of metal 

guitar and with sometimes strong growling of the vocalist. This is generally the Latin version of KORN. The 

ubiquitous flying dreadlocks on the stage and salt blooms on sweaty trousers and shirts of the "Sick Kid" team will 

briefly characterize the stage image of the band, which wasn’t anything new in the live version, but I cannot say that 

they let me down. It's nice to listen to such a performance. 

 

ILL NIÑO: 



1. God Save Us 
2. If You Still Hate Me  

3. This Is War 
4. What Comes Around  
5. Liar 
6. I Am Loco  

7. No Murder 
8. Rip Out Your Eyes  
9. Te Amo…I Hate You  

10. How Can I L ive  
 

The heat was unmerciful, the dust rose with every step, the majority sought for shade and water fountains. People 

were standing in front of the fences and the service of the festival poured down from the pipes for a thirsty mob. I was 

worried about the photo equipment and unfortunately I avoided these oases of refreshment and temporary relief.  

 

The heat from the cloudless sky did not let them gather their thoughts. I decided to take a nap at the grass carpet of 

the press room. The hour of sleep has done more than I could have expected. With new energy, I was able to take 

part in a press conference of "boys" from Prophets Of Rage and listen to their strange socializing views. I always 

preferred music than their political commitment, showing that they never had the opportunity to experience 

communism and all this unfortunate ideology about social equality in practice. 



 

So I left "Prophets of Rage" frozen in a gesture of clenched fists raised in the air, a symbol of a common fight for 

social justice and at the same time graphics from the cover of the announced POR album, and ran to the main stage 

to look and listen to the crew with Myles Kennedy in the lead. 

Myles is a beautiful vocalist and decoration of ALTER BRIDGE, so it's no wonder that he has gained a loyal female 

audience performing until recently at Slash's side. Apart from the comparisons with Axl, Kennedy is an excellent 

vocalist, and in today's installment of his home band there is no doubt that he feels perfectly on the stage. Such a 

good, strong, rock performance has a well-deserved, faithful and quite a large audience. 

 

 

ALTER BRIDGE: 

1. Come to Life  
2. Farther Than the Sun 
3. Addicted to Pain  

4. Cry of Achilles 
5. Ties That Bind  
6. Crows on a Wire  
7. Isolat ion  

8. Blackbird  



9. Metalingus 
10. Show Me a Leader  

11. Rise Today 
 
 

Immediately after the AB performance I had to hydrate my body. The unrelenting over 35-degree heat still did not 

give up.  

 

From the highest point of the festival meadow, it was possible to notice human paths flowing all the way to the main 

stage, like the ant routes leading to the mound. A huge longing for the 90s in music as little as it was visible at the 

time of the upcoming concert of the Prophets of Rage supergroup. The long run left by Steven Tyler from 

yesterday, gave fans hope for much more tangible contact with long-lost idols. Nobody had any doubts under the 

stage that they were today's star, even though the timeframe in the lineup did not indicate it. Is it possible, however, 

to imagine a better scenery for the performance of good old buddies, in old well -tested numbers, for an old good 

faithful audience, or a kind of “the best of” in the rays of the setting sun? 

 

This project was brought to life in May last year. The band consists of musicians known from the group Rage 

Against the Machine: guitarist Tom Morello, bassist Tim Commerford and drummer Brad Wilk, DJ Lord from 

Public Enemy and vocalists: Chuck-D from Public Enemy and B-Real from Cypress Hill. Before their full length 

album seen the daylight, the gentlemen decided to regale the fans with the tour. As an aperitif, the hungry audience 

got the premiere issue entitled "Unfuck the World", which the video was made by known from the cooperation with 

Rage Against the Machine - Brendan O'Brien.  



 

 

Everyone from the first bars started singing with the band. It was a real craze. A big crowd in a ritual dance, a thick 

cloud of dust rose, and the rays of a low-glowing sun illuminated the yellow-rimmed forest of hands, carrying more 

people toward the moat, some in wheelchairs. A large group of the audience returns to their youth, helping with green 

smoke, some of them finally heard these cult melodies for the first time live. Others let themselves be carried away 

by the extraordinary energy and power of texts. This mix of rap, hard rock, punk and funk is such an energetic 

cocktail that draws in like a tornado of all regardless of subculture.  

 

The only drawback of this event was, of course, the lack of the characteristic vocal of Zack de la Rocha especially in 

"Killing in the Name". 

See for yourself: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzhEmjCCP68& feature=youtu .be  

And one more thing, the Americans have treated us the most moving moment dedicated to the late Chris Cornell, 

when they played the instrumental version of "Like a Stone" AUDIOSLAVE and the audience sang the lyrics. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzhEmjCCP68&feature=youtu.be


 

Unquestionably the concert of the day! 

PROPHETS OF RAGE:  

1. Prophets of Rage(Public Enemy cover) 

2. Testify(Rage Against the Machine cover)  
3. Take the Power Back(Rage Against the Machine cover)  
4. Guerrilla Radio(Rage Against the Machine cover)  
5. Unfuck The World  

6. Bombtrack (Rage Against the Machine cover)  
7. Fight the Power(Public Enemy cover)  
8. Hand on the Pump / Can’t Truss It /  Insane in the Brain / Bring the Noise / Jump Around  

9. Sleep Now in the Fire(Rage Against the Machine cover) (with snippet of Audioslave’s „Cochise”)  
10. Like a Stone(Audioslave cover) (instrumental – dedicated to Chris Cornell) 
11. Know Your Enemy(Rage Against the Machine cover)  

12. Bullet in the Head(Rage Against the Machine cover  
13. How I Could Just Kill a Man(Cypress Hill cover)  
14. Bulls on Parade(Rage Against the Machine cover)  
15. Killing in the Name(Rage Against the Machine cover)  
 
 

Immediately after the Prophets, Americans from Los Angeles were to appear on the stage next to them. 

I knew the 5FDP mainly from the piece "The Bleeding", which over 10 years ago caused a lot of confusion in radio 

stations. The band's interesting name comes from the movie Quentin Tarantino "Kill Bill Vol.2" and more specifically 

from the "Five-Point-Palm Exploding Heart" technique, which Beatrix Kiddo uses to kill his mentor, Bill. I found that 

although I do not like them much, I will check, however, who is on vocals this time: Phil Labonte (?), Austin 

Dickinson (?) or maybe Ivan Moody. It was Tommy Vext who sang quite good on the Hellfest. As I found out later, 

on June 12, 2017 during a concert in T ilburg in the Netherlands, Ivan confessed that this is his last performance with 

the band. 



 

FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH 

1. Lift Me Up  

2. Never Enough  
3. Wash It All Away 
4. Got Your Six 

5. Bad Company (Bad Company cover)  
6. Jekyll and Hyde  
7. We Will Rock You (Queen cover) 

8. Burn MF 
9. Black Hole Sun (Soundgarden cover)  
10. Wrong Side of Heaven (acoustic)  
11. Coming Down  

12. Under and Over It 
13. The Bleeding  
14. The House of the Rising Sun ([traditional] song)  

 

There were two more bands in the lineup which I had to wait about an hour for. In the TEMPLE tent, we could hear 

the EMPEROR intro.  

 



My team was already waiting for the entrance to the moat to give to Cesar his royalties, but I had some unjustified 

pressure towards the big stage. There, a huge crowd of fans waited for today's headliner - LINKIN PARK. There was 

no chance for photo pit to take pictures, but some unusual aura pushed me into the telebim area. 

 

 It's not easy for me to write about Linkin Park because I've never been a fan. I have their concert on DVD but I 

rarely come back to it. It must be admitted, however, that Linink Park was one of the precursors of a new direction 

called nu-metal. Because I belong to those who have never become the conscious and faithful recipient of their 

music, and recognize only these top pieces, I watched with curiosity the waving and singing every word of the crowd 

gathered on the festival meadow. So there was "In The End" and "Numb", and there was magic, but when the first 

keys of the acoustic piano version of "Crawling" played, and Chester Bennington came down from the stage under 

the railings, I knew it was necessary to get closer. People stroked his face, touched him, grabbed his hand, he sang 

directly to them, sometimes breaking his voice. Authentic space. Looking at this, it felt like a catharsis.    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4tpcOhzkic 

 

Could anyone have guessed at what would happen a few weeks later on Chris Cornel's birthday? Maybe Chester 

just said goodbye to the fans? 

All the more symbolic is the fragment of the concert in July 2008, with the background story of July suicides of two 

friends lost in their career success… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lS03VudGTKE 

 

 That evening I had to look at the VALLEY stage, where an hour-long Hawkwind concert was about to take place. I 

saw them at the INO-ROCK festival in Inowrocław, so today there was no option to not give in to deep psychedelia 

again. I will tell the uninitiated that the British rock group was founded in 1969 and thanks to that, Motörhead came 

to be. Lemmy Kilmister in 1975, after completing the cosmic chapter of a resume in HAWKWIND, he set up his 

band from his momentum. The group belongs to the hard rock genre and was a precursor of such styles as space 

rock or heavy metal (!). The cosmic space produced in the band despite the huge, even for rock standards, the 

number of personnel changes, (30 people), however, it kept its basic sound, mainly due to Dave Brock - singing, 

keyboards, guitar, and an oral harmonica. Acidic atmosphere thick from synthesized whistles, visualized by laser 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4tpcOhzkic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lS03VudGTKE


spaces of a multicolored kaleidoscope, on the one hand, and the audience ripped away from reality in the vapors of 

green stimulants on the other. Although this time there were no beautiful ladies in strange phosphorescent costumes 

dancing on stage, representing a third dimension of visualization, the audience writhing in spasms, a boa decorated 

with feathers and colorful outfits that distinguished the style of flower children was enough for the show to be a 

spectacle. 

 

HAWKWIND: 

1. Earth Calling  

2. Born to Go  
3. You’d Better Believe It  
4. Steppenwolf  
5. Lost in Science  

6. Into the Woods 
7. The Machine  
8. The Golden Void  

9. Vegan Lunch  
 

For the closure of the Hellfest chapter 2017, I chose The Dillinger Escape Plan - the most dangerous group of the 

world, mainly for themselves. Americans engaged in broadly defined rock music characterized by the complexity of 

the composition and influences of jazz, is also one of the most interesting concert bands. The group was formed in 

1997 in Morris Plains, New Jersey in the USA and the name of the band comes from the name of the criminal John 

Dillinger, who managed to escape from prison twice. Gentlemen, after 20 years of activity announcing the end of 

working together under the umbrella of TDEP, they are to part after the completion of the tour associated with the 

album "Dissociation". Apparently, they came to the conclusion that it is time to take advantage of the plan to escape 

the threat they pose to themselves. This concert is the last chance for me to see them in this live incarnation, 

because the planned "Kwadrat" club, which was supposed to take place on February 12, 2017, was canceled due to 

the team accident on the national road No. 1 near Radomsko. 

I entered the moat during "When I Lost My Bet". Strobe lights pulsing with the speed of a machine gun, in other 

words the rhythm of this broken piece, made my leg tangle with some cable, and if it was not for an awesome 

bodyguard who caught me in time, I would have landed at the bottom of the speakers with a steel rail in my head . I 

took the pictures blindly, trying to feel the rhythm in which the lighting worker worked. The public was getting hotter, 

so the staff chased us ahead of time. I spent the rest of the concert comfortably on the hill by the picturesque gate 



which is part of the fence made of wooden logs and peculiar entanglements with turrets on which the lighting was 

mounted, catching the stunts of individual TDEP members. 

 

The first bars of the “One Of Us Is The Killer” accompanied me while hiking outside the WARZONE. 

DILLINGER ESCAPE PLAN: 

1. Prancer 
2. When I Lost My Bet  
3. Panasonic Youth  

4. Black Bubblegum  
5. Symptom of Terminal Illness  
6. Milk Lizard 

7. Surrogate 
8. Happiness Is a Smile  
9. One of Us Is the Killer 

10. Farewell, Mona Lisa  
11. Sunshine the Werewolf  
12. Limerent Death  
13. 43% Burnt 

 

I passed individual installations absorbing the last festival atmosphere this year, saying goodbye to the place. 

From the Main Stage, I heard the sounds of SLAYER playing, I deliberately gave up this concert, and now I did not 

even try to come closer. Although this is the essence of the trash metal in the purest form, at the moment any longer 

and more conscious contact with the concert would be for me a lethal mint chocolate for a overfed fatty from the 

Monthy Phyton’s “The Meaning Of Life” famous scene. 

 

 



 

So, am I already having a clear view on the "second record syndrome"? In the case of HELLFEST, this rule is not 

confirmed. 

text and photos: 

Justyna "justisza" Szadkowska 

translation: 

Borys Szadkowski 


